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Abstract

The situation and mentality of the peoples in Pakistan’s backward areas are miserable, 
due to gun culture killing human being is their favorite game. Shortly in that areas we 
started our campaign on to work over the youth for as they are the future. It was in fact 
very difficult to start work as an organization at the area where peoples consider the 
NGOs as the agent of the western ideology, people usually told their children to keep 
away from organizations etc so to handle these hatred situations and to create soft image 
in the eyes of people I talked to many social welfare organizations and different Charity 
trusts to help the needy and poor peoples of that area as because the main reason of 
their conservative mentality is that they are below line of poverty and they are living like 
slaves of the landlords and politicians due to lack of awareness. So after that session 
of helping people financially and to make their very small needs full which they were 
expecting from their politicians yearly we started plantation campaign in different schools, 
streets and even in the houses of that area after that we started next session of seminars 
in different schools and colleges of that area to aware our youth the importance of 
education and awareness regarding their rights and duties towards the society. As there 
is very less tolerance in that area so through these seminars we also worked to promote 
tolerance for this we requested members of another organization “Together for tolerance”. 
Now a days many students that were trained by have sent their sisters to schools and 
they have become model for their society. The students are going increase day by 
day even girls are taking admissions in the newly established university of that area.
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